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the benchmark includes 100+ checks across various areas such as authentication, authorization, network policies, and

logging, among others. ( optional) access older versions of cis benchmarks in cis workbench. the kubernetes cis benchmark

is a set of security kubernetes cis benchmark pdf best practices and recommendations developed by the center for internet

security ( cis) for securing kubernetes environments. this hardening guide describes how to secure the nodes in your cluster.

the cis gke benchmark draws from the existing cis kubernetes benchmark, but remove items that are not con gurable or

managed by the user, and add additional controls that are google cloud- speci c. you signed out in another tab or window.

users downloaded the cis kubernetes benchmark more than 5, 800 times in the rst ve months of alone. as a secure

service, azure kubernetes service ( aks) complies with soc, iso, pci dss, and hipaa standards. the center for internet security (

cis) is an organization that works with security experts to develop a set of best practice security standards designed to

harden operating systems and applications. target audience : this document is intended for system and application

administrators, security specialists, auditors, help desk, and platform deployment personnel who plan to develop, deploy,

assess, or secure solutions that incorporate kubernetes 1. 21 ensure that the kubernetes pki key le permissions are set to

600 ( scored). security is a critical consideration when con guring and maintaining. it was developed in golang by aqua

security, a provider of cloud- native security solutions. by default, kube- bench will determine the test set to run based on

the kubernetes version running on the machine. 5 cis kubernetes benchmark for clusters that run kubernetes version 1. the

sections of the cis gke benchmark are: control plane components, etcd, and control plane con guration. this benchmark

exempli es the great things a community of users, vendors, and subject matter experts can accomplish through consensus

collaboration. see cis kubernetes benchmark support to see which releases of kubernetes are covered by different releases

of the benchmark. reload to refresh your session. 20 ensure that the kubernetes pki certi cate le permissions are set to

644 or more restrictive ( scored). designed to align with industry regulations, cis benchmarks ensure standards that meet

diverse compliance. download the benchmark after logging in to cisecurity. kube- bench can help with the following. these

benchmarks comprise a comprehensive set of recommendations that is targeted to enhancing kubernetes security

con guration. this article covers the security hardening applied to aks based on the cis kubernetes benchmark. kube- bench

is an open- source tool to assess the security of kubernetes clusters by running checks kubernetes cis benchmark pdf

against the center for internet security ( cis) kubernetes benchmark. scoring the commands is different in rancher labs than

in the cis. for example, ibm manages and automatically applies updates to your cluster master. it outlines the con gurations
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and controls required to address kubernetes benchmark controls from the center for information security ( cis). for more

information about aks security, see security concepts for applications and clusters in azure kubernetes service ( aks). you

switched accounts on another tab or window. the center for internet security ( cis) publishes the cis kubernetes benchmark

as a framework of speci c steps to con gure kubernetes more securely and with standards that are commensurate to

various industry regulations. f
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